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introduction

• This talk concerns massively multiplayer
online role-playing games
– Mmorpgs to the players
• Or mmogs, mmos, pws, muds, mugs, mu*s, …

– Virtual worlds to academics
• Or synthetic worlds, virtual environments, …

• My aim here is to explain Why people
play them
– Because, hey, then we get better ones!

• Get comfy, it’s a long journey…
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What are vws?

• Virtual worlds are places
• being places, they have a number of placelike features
– You can visit them
– Other people can also visit them
– At the same time

• They are, however, not real
• This seems like a major disadvantage
– How do you visit somewhere that isn’t
real?

Answer:

• You use an avatar
– Or, more technically speaking, a character
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About avatars

• Far from its being a disadvantage, people
often like using an avatar

Furthermore…

• Some people prefer it to reality
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Leisure time

• People play these for several hours a day
– Day after day
• Month after month
– Year after year…

• I have players for my own game that are still
there after 19 years
• Surveys have consistently shown that The
average time a player spends in a virtual
world is around 20 hours a wEek
– They often invest a lot of time in it oFfline, too

• So where did these games come from?

World of warcraft

• world of warcraft, blizzard, 2004:
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everquest

• Everquest, sony online entertainment, 1999

connection

• Everquest ruled until Wow came along
– 480,000 subscriptions at its peak

• Wow is modeLled on EQ
– Blizzard looked at EQ and figured they could
do the same thing only beTter
– EQ’s and WOW’s Underlying architecture and
principles are the same
• The Actual code is different, though!

– Much of the Underlying design is the same
• Levels, classes, races, combat, guilds, …
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dikumud

• Dikumud, copenhagen university, 1990

connection

• Eq is basically a dikumud with a
graphics engine bolted on
– The gameplay is pretty well identical
– So much so that the developers had to sign an
affidavit to swear they didn’t rip oFf
any actual diku code!

• Eq’s designers had played dikus extensively
and figured they could do the same
thing only betTer
• Underlying principles etc. are the same
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abermud

• Abermud, alan cox, 1987

connection

• Dikumud is a more hard-core FANTASY
game than abermud
– the design was Streamlined to appeal to
achievers (about which more anon)
– Came with an extensively tested game world
– Ran “out of the box”

• Dikumud’s designers had played Abermud
extensively and figured they could do the
same thing only beTter
• Underlying principles etc. are the same
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mud

• Mud, Roy trubshaw & richard bartle, 1978
Narrow road between lands.
You are stood on a narrow road between The Land and whence you came.
To the north and south are the small foothills of a pair of majestic
mountains, with a large wall running round. To the west the road
continues, where in the distance you can see a thatched cottage
opposite an ancient cemetery. The way out is to the east, where a
shroud of mist covers the secret pass by which you entered The
Land. It is raining.
*w
Narrow road.
You are on a narrow east-west road with a forest to the north and
Gorse scrub to the south. It is raining. A splendid necklace lies
on the ground.
*

• Isn’t self-aggrandizement wonderful?

connection

• Abermud was just one of several dozen
mud clones of the era
– Generally regarded as having inferior
gameplay to the original

• However, it ran on any unix system
– Mud only ran on decsystem 10
mainframes

• It Spread across the net like a rash
• Alan cox played mud extensively and figured
he could do etc.
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Pre-MUD

• There were no virtual worlds before mud
– It’s therefore Often referred to as mud1

• The concept of a virtual world was
invented independently at least 6
times
– Mud, sceptre of goth, avatar, island of kesmai,
aradath, monster

• Mud was first, however, and almost aLl
virtual worlds descend from it
– Traces of others do persist (except avatar)

perpetuation

• I’ve told you all this Because some of the
decisions roy and I made when we
wrote mud1 are still intact
• Example: why does wow have levels?
– Because eq had levels
• Because dikumud had levels
– Because abermud had levels
» Because mud1 had levels

• Mud1 had levels because I gave it levels
– And I did that for a reason I’ll explain “soon”
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propagation

• Much of the architecture and
gameplay of today’s virtual worlds is
the way it is only because, ultimately,
that’s how it was in mud1
• Not alL, obviously
– Dikumud introduced classes and races
– Eq introduced graphics
– Many other refinements
• designers often did do it betTer than their
“parent” world

Code & culture

• It’s not just the code, though
• Why do Wow players call monsters
“mobs”?
• Because when I added monsters to mud1,
I called them mobiles (for “mobile
objects”)
– We got the word newbies that way, too

• The Culture of virtual worlds also
propagates from parent to child
– Again, more on this “soon”
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stats

• World of warcraft has over 8,500,000
players worldwide
– More than austria, switzerland, israel, ireland
and about 130 other countries…

• Players pay $15 a month to play
– $13 if buy 6 months at once
• Somewhat leSs in china…

• It cost something like $30m to develop
– I’ve seen estimates between $25m and $70m

• most of the development costs went on
artwork and CONTENT

The west lags

• This may sound impressive, but south
korea is the world leader here
– Population of south korea is 48,000,000
– 35,000,000 have virtual world accounts

• In 2006, Korean game Mu online claimed
32,000,000 accounts in china and
another 8,000,000 elsewhere
– And Those are just on the legal servers!

• 65,000,000 people have tried lineage or
lineage ii at least once
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“Addiction”

• Some people spend more time in virtual
worlds than they do in the real world
– People have died at the keyboard from
playing 2+ days continuously without sleep

• Thailand has a 10pm-6am curfew on them
• China has a 3 hour per day limit
• One player murdered his friend for
seLling his character’s sword
• They don’t do this for normal games
• why do people do it for mmorpgs?

origins

• The theory I’m about to expound began with
the question: “what do people want out
of a mud?”
– Yes, back in the ol’ textual world days…

• If you ask, players will usually reply:
“to have fun!”
– Not exactly informative…

• MUD2, November 1989-May 1990
– A big discussion among wizzes To ascertain
what players do “to have fun”
– Nb: Wizzes and mortals have diFferent fun
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Player types

• When I suMmarised the discussion, I
found there seemed to be four main
activities that mortals found fun:
–
–
–
–

Achievement within the game context
Exploration of the game
Socialising with others
Imposition upon others

• Let’s look at these individuaLly…

Type #1

• Most players regard virtual worlds as being
basically games
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achievers

• Players who treat the virtual world as if
it were a game are called achievers
• They Give themselves game-oriented goals
and set out to achieve them
• Examples:
– finding treasure
– Killing mobiles
– Getting points and going up levels
• See? I said I’d explain why I put in levels!

• Achievers Do not like their achievements
undermined!

Type #2

• Some people just like the thriLl of exploring
somewhere new
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explorers

• Explorers try to discover as much as
they can about the virtual world
• Usually Begin with the topology
– The breadth of the virtual world

• Then Move on to the physics
– The depth of the virtual world

• Don’t care about their character
• They Know more about the virtual world
than any other character type

Type #3

• Through their avatars, Players often enjoy
interacting with each other
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socialisers

• Socialisers use the game as a context
to engage with other players
– The virtual world’s goings-on give them
something to talk about

• Communication is ultra-important
– “words
– ;performs some deeds

• Role-playing fits in here
• An obvious expression of comMunity

Type #4

• A few players enjoy acting on other (usually
unwilling) players…
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killers

• Two sorts
– Those who impose through kindnesS
– Those who impose through unkindneSs

• 1st are Busybody, mother hen figures
– Politicians
– Often have a superiority complex

• 2nd are Vile dregs of humanity
– Griefers
– Often have an inferiority complex

Interest graph

• We can plot these 4 types on a graph:
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Balance 1

• A stable virtual world is one in which
the player types are in equilibrium
– This does not mean that the numbers of
players of each type are the same!

• Regard the graph as a balanced plane

Balance 2

• As a designer, You can change the
point of equilibrium by tilting the plane
– Favour/disfavour one end of an axis

• Do this by making actual changes to
the virtual world’s design
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Emphasising players

• To tilt in favour of players:
– add lots of coMmunication features
– Remove other commands

• This will result in the vw having more
socialisers & kiLlers
• If you take away tOo much, though, the
world can’t provide a context
– Becomes a mere communication channel
– In other words, a chatrOom

Emphasising world

• To tilt in favour of world:
– Make it a big world!
– With barriers for transport & communication

• This will increase the numbers of
achievers & explorers
• Making the world tOo big renders it
effectively single-player, though
– No competition => no sense of achievement
– satisfaction from exploring outweighed by
tediousness of finding something to explore
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Emphasising interaction

• To tilt in favour of interacting:
– Reduce choice of direct actions
– Impose development paths (eg. story arcs)

• This will increase the numbers of
socialisers & explorers
• Newbies often like mild naNnying
• But if you reduce participation tOo much:
– players become paSsive
– May as well be watching tv

Emphasising action

• To tilt in favour of acting:
– Introduce surmountable obstacles
– Provide an organisational hierarchy
– Reduce feEdback

• This will increase the number of
achievers & kilLers
• But if you over-do it:
– Virtual world becomes monotonous
– Loses freshness, becomes predictable
• May as well be half life
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Player interactions

• Players of different types interact with
one another
• For example, increasing the number of
kiLlers will:
– Greatly decrease the number of socialisers
– Have very liTtle effect on the number of
explorers
– Lower the number of achievers
• Which will in turn reduce the number of killers
until an equilibrium is reached

Dynamics

• Completely analysing aLl 16 permutations
reveals how the number of players of each
type can be changed
• For example, to increase killer numbers:
– Increase number of achievers & socialisers
– decrease number of explorers

• To decrease killer numbers:
– Decrease number of achievers & socialisers
– increase number of explorers
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Graph form

• Green = increase, red = decrease
• Line = from, head = to, thickness = effect

Four types of vw

• If we run these dynamics, we find there
are four stable types of virtual world:
• 1) killers & achievers in equilibrium
– Socialisers few and far between

• 2) socialisers heavily dominant
– Killing outlawed, achievement undermined

• 3) all types in equilibrium
– Very difficult to organise from scratch

• 4) Empty game…
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Pause for breath

• This is a theory with apPlications
– Has been and is being used in vw creation

• Designers can examine their world
– As it is
– as they wish it to be

• Adjustments can change relative and
absolute player numbers
– Rebalance an under-performing world
– Increase player retention

• But can it be improved?

The story so far…

• This 4-type model for players has
faults
• How do players come to be difFerent
types over time?
• How come some of these types have two
types of player in them?
• Why do wiz-level (ie. admin) players not
fit into the scheme?
• Why do they play?
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wizzes

• The reason wizzes don’t fit into the
scheme is because many of them are no
longer interested in the virtual
world itself
• This means we can’t use the
player/world axis for them
• However, when I formulated the player
types model I did notice another axis
that seemed to apply to wizzes…

Implicit/explicit

• Some wizzes liked acting overtly,
freely showing their powers to mortals
• Others preferred to act covertly,
tweaking the world in secret
• overt changes appeared explicit
• covert changes appeared implicit
• Overt/covert isn’t meaningful for mortals,
but what about implicit/explicit?
– Aw, you know the answer…
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We go from this

To this
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Labelling the cubes…

achievers

• Opportunists – implicit
–
–
–
–

See a chance and take it
Look around for things to do
If there’s an obstacle, do something else
Flit about from idea to idea

• Planners – explicit
–
–
–
–

Set a goal and aim to achieve it
Perform actions as part of a larger scheme
If there’s an obstacle, work round it
Pursue the same idea doggedly
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explorers

• Scientists – explicit
–
–
–
–

Experiment to form a theory
Use theories predictively to test them
Methodical acquisition of knowledge
Seek to explain phenomena

• Hackers – implicit
–
–
–
–

Experiment to reveal meaning
Intuitive understanding, no need to test
go where fancy takes them
Seek to discover new phenomena

socialisers

• Networkers – explicit
–
–
–
–

Find people with whom to interact
Get to know their fellow players
Learn who and what these people know
Find out who’s worth hanging out with

• Friends – implicit
–
–
–
–

Interact with people they already know well
Deep/intimate understanding of them
Enjoy their company
Accept their little foibles…
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killers

• Griefers – implicit
–
–
–
–

Attack attack attack!
very in-your-face
Unable to explain why they act as they do
Vague Aim is to get a big, bad reputation

• Politicians – explicit
–
–
–
–

Act with forethought and foresight
Manipulate people subtly
Explain selves in terms of use to the VW
Aim is to get a big, gOod reputation

So what?

• Ok, so at last we can explain the two
sub-types of killer
• But Note that Implicit/explicit isn’t
the same as overt/covert
– Wizzes are either hackers or friends
– but stiLl act either overtly or covertly
• Although there is a reasonable correlation

• Also, This new model says nothing about
changes in playing style
– Yet…
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drift

• It’s Long been known that players change
playing style over time
– Since before player types concept existed!

• In mud1:
– newbies started by killing one another
– Then abandoned that and went exploring
– Moved on to racking up points and rising
levels - achieving
– Finished as gnarled old-timers socialising

• main sequence for player development

On the 2d graph
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problems

• Some players don’t follow this sequence
– Some oscillate achiever->explorer
– Some oscillate killer->socialiser
– Some are all over the place

• does the new, 3d graph help any?
• Yes, it does
– I don’t think this attempt to build up
dramatic tension is working…

Main sequence

• Griefer->scientist->planner->friend
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Main socialiser sequence

• Griefer->networker->politician->friend

Main explorer sequence

• Opportunist->scientist->planner->hacker
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Minor sequence

• Opportunist->networker->planner->friend

Development tracks

• All these start off implicit, then go
explicit, then return to implicit
• People do occasionally switch between
sequences, but mainly don’t
– (switch at intersections)

• We can combine the sequences to give
development tracks
griefer

networker

politician

friend

opportunist

scientist

planner

hacker
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General sequence

• Players start by determining the
boundaries that govern their actions
• Next, they string together meaningful
sequences of primitive actions
• Then they apPly what they have learned
• Until eventually they master it and it
becomes second nature
• Locate->discover->apply->internalise
– Thrash, kick, toddle, walk

Another pause for breath

• what we have now is a model of how
players progreSs through types
– Even if it is a bit weird for politicians

• What does this telL us, though
– What use is it to designers?
– What use is it to players?

• In itself, it’s ok but a bit so what?
• WELL, it’s the key to understanding why
people play virtual worlds
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Let’s look at myth

• Myth. That’s myth
• Passed down from generation to
generation
– See? I said I’d come back to culture
propagation!

• I’m going to use myth to explain how
virtual world theory hangs together
• [blank looks]

Hero with 1k faces

• Joseph campbell, 1949: “The hero with a
thousand faces”
• Myths from across the world
follow the same basic formula
– The “hero’s journey”, or “monomyth”

• Rooted in the human psyche
– From a Universal need to explain the same,
fundamental concepts of social, worldly
and other-worldly realities

• effectively a path to self-understanding
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examples

• Myths from nigeria, north america,
australia, phrygia, china, iceland, bali,
persia, mexico, finland, cambodia, peru, …
• The epics of gilgamesh, Arthur, vishnu,
osiris, moses, cuchulainn, buddha, Jason, …
• the odyssey, Dante’s inferno, the sleeping
beauty, anna karenina, faust, the frog
prince, Star wars, haRry poTter, …
• Oh, and Virtual worlds!
– Nb: these areN’t mentioned in campbell’s book…

The basic idea

• The hero’s journey consists of a number
of steps, taken in order
– Although some leeway for step exchanges

• vw players want to be heroes
– But they’re rarely prepared to act heroically
– Few are willing to accept risk

• They Want to be treated like a hero
• But the Only way to become a hero is to
complete the hero’s journey
• Why? It’s a search for identity
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departure

• The caLl to adventure
– indication of change to come, often symboLlic

• Refusal of the call
– Required to act but won’t (fear, duty?)

• Supernatural aid
– A guide appears to help them

• Crossing of the first threshold
– Enter world of adventure (defeat guardian?)

• The beLly of the whale
– Final separation from old self; rebirth

initiation

• The road of trials [usually 3]
• The meeting with the goDdess
– Symbollic; exposure to totality of knowledge

• Woman as the temptreSs
– Old-world origins at odds with new world

• Atonement with the father [key point]
– Hero Faces the supreme power over them

• Apotheosis [peace, rest, bliss]
• The ultimate bOon [object hero came for]
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return

• Refusal of the return
• The magic flight
– Can’t stay and have the boon

• Rescue from without
• Crossing of the return threshold
– How to reconcile the old with the new?

• Master of the two worlds
– Sense of balance, destiny accepted

• FreEdom to live

Example 1

• Here’s how the fellowship of the ring fits
the monomyth
• The caLl to adventure
– Elven writing appears on the ring

• Refusal of the call
– Frodo offers gandalf the ring
– And frodo offers council of elrond the ring

• Supernatural aid
– Gandalf tells frodo to leave the shire
– And bilbo gives frodo his dagger & armour
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Example 2

• Crossing of the first threshold
– Frodo leaves the shire
– And frodo leaves rivendell

• The beLly of the whale
– Stabbed in the barrowdunes

• The road of trials [usually 3]
– Lots, eg. balrog

• The meeting with the goDdess
– galadriel

Example 3

• Woman as the temptreSs
– This is the mirRor of galadriel

• Atonement with the father
– Boromir tries to take the ring

• Apotheosis
– Frodo accepts that the ring will destroy him,
and gains a kind of peace

• The ultimate bOon
– Frodo takes the ring with him, now fully
knowing what it is
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Example 4

• Refusal of the return
– This step is missing..!

• It’s not unusual for tellings of the
hero’s journey to
– miss a step
– Swap steps
– Repeat steps

• The magic flight
– Frodo flees from the orcs

Example 5

• Rescue from without
– The rest of the fellowship kill the orcs

• Crossing of the return threshold
– Crosses the river anduin
• (rivers often represent time)

• Master of the two worlds
– Sam is the old world, gollum the new

• FreEdom to live
– “All we have to decide is what to do with the
time that is given to us.” – gandalf
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Application in VWs

• Vw designers have known about the hero’s
journey for some time
• Virtual worlds have been designed with
hero’s journey formula quests
• But those are for characters
• It’s the player who wants to be the
hero
• You don’t become a hero watching
star wars – luke skywalker does

The “other world”

• The hero’s journey involves
– leaving the world of the mundane
– becoming reborn in an “other world” of
danger and the unknown
– returning to the world of the mundane armed
with new knowledge and experience
• A renewed sense of self

• So:
– Reality is the “mundane world”
– The virtual world is the “other world”
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Vw departure

• The caLl to adventure
– Advert, article, cover disk, shelf unit, …

• Refusal of the call
– Expense, time, fear of inadequacy, social life, …

• Supernatural aid
– A friend who already plays, game store rep, …

• Crossing of the first threshold
– Installing the client software

• The beLly of the whale
– Character generation system

Quick reminder

• This diagram is from long ago,
showing the development tracks
that players follow
griefer

networker

politician

friend

opportunist

scientist

planner

hacker
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Vw initiation 1

• The road of trials
– Player finds their feet
– Opportunist/griefer step

• The meeting with the goDdess
– Player seeks knowledge
– Networker/scientist step

• Woman as the temptreSs
– Transition from learning to doing
– Are they in it for the long haul?

Vw initiation 2

• Atonement with the father
– Try to succeed on the world’s own terms
– Achiever/politician step
– The designer is the “father”!

• Apotheosis
– Understand the world, its people, themselves
– Friend/hacker step

• The ultimate bOon
– Oh dear! Virtual worlds are virtual!
• I’ll return to this shortly…
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Vw return 1

• Refusal of the return
– Power, respect, friends – why leave?

• The magic flight
– Compelling elder game added?

• Rescue from without
– Parents, workmates, S.O., …
– your excuse to leave

• Crossing of the return threshold
– Stop playing because you don’t nEed to play
any more

Vw return 2

• Master of the two worlds
– virtual self and real self are one
– Virtual world is a place like any other
– It’s Lost its mystical significance

• FreEdom to live
– Players can finally be themselves
– Commercial benefit! They’ll keep their accounts
indefinitely
• Remember, that’s 19 years for some mud2
players – so far!
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analysis

• Playing Virtual worlds is a hill-climbing
exercise through identity space
• The hero’s journey is a good algorithm
for finding a local maximum
• But the fit with virtual worlds isn’t
exact
– And it’s easy to apply to other fish-out-ofwater situations (college, national service,
breakfast) – not all aPpropriate

• So what are the main problems with it?

problems

• Woman as temptress
– Why does it get its own step when the
other transitions don’t?

• Atonement with the father
– Must be poSsible – the game must end
– Mustn’t be automatic – must feel deserved
– Measured tangibly, so how do
politicians gain acceptance?

• The magic flight
– Break out, or failure to break back in?
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a problem kinda solved…

• Virtual worlds have no bOon
– What can you possibly take from a vw?

• Actually, you can take yourself
– In formal terms, The boon is symbolic of
your new identity anyway

• Reverse the order of magic flight
and rescue from without
– You don’t need help to leave, you need an
excuse to leave

• Recall, Such reversals aren’t unusual in
regular examples of the hero’s journey

An ethical issue

• You visit the vw to become a hero, but
you can only be a hero in the real one
• Is deliberate prevention of completion
of the hero’s journey ethical?
– “Hey, no-one’s making them play”
– “business is business”
– many people aren’t up to completing the hero’s
journey anyway
– Many others don’t want to be a hero, they
just want to kilL stufF
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summary

• We can at last answer the question:
Why do people play in virtual worlds?
• Because it’s a quest for identity
• By being someone virtual, They find out
who they are in reality
• Whatever they’re doing at any one moment
to pursue that aim they regard as fun
• That’s why they play so much
• And thaT’s why virtual worlds are
here to stay

questions

• This is the part where no-one has
anything to say, and norbert has to think
up something to ask in order to spare my
embarrassment
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